The following list accompanies the Panchatantra Fables chapter to be found in the *Allyn & Bacon Anthology of Traditional Literature* edited by Judith V. Lechner, Allyn & Bacon, 2003.

- Upadhyay, Asha. *Tales From India*. Illustrated by Nickzad Nojoumi. Random House, 1971. This is a lively retelling of ten of the stories without the framework.

Another collection that includes some “Panchatantra Tales” is:

- Several of the Panchatantra tales are also available from the India Parenting Web site: http://www.indiaparenting.com/stories/panchatantra/index.shtml

The following list accompanies the Jataka Tales chapter to be found in the same anthology.

- Lee, Jeanne M. *I Once Was a Monkey: Stories Buddha Told*. Farrar, Straus, Giroux,


Two collections of Jataka tales include:

- Wray, Elizabeth, Clare Rosenfield, and Dorothy Bailey. *The Ten Lives of the Buddha: Siamese Temple Paintings and Jataka Tales*. Photographs by Joe D. Wray. Weather Hill, 1972. This is a collection of well told tales about the last ten of the thousands of lives of the Buddha with a concise and readable introduction appropriate for ages twelve and up.

- A Web site that includes several Jataka tales is the India Parenting Web Site: http://www.indiaparenting.ocm/stories/jataka/index.shtml